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Fundamental Connecting Principles



Integrity  
- the quality of having strong moral principles 

Every decision that you undertake should be made after assessing the possible outcomes, focusing on a win-
win for you and others.

Think of how you’d like to be remembered for your actions. 

The power ingrained in integrity can move mountains and clear rigid obstacles from the most stubborn paths. 

Integrity is essential for respected leadership, and an ideal well worth pursuing. 


How do you get there? 

• We first define integrity through physical alignment - structural integrity:  the ability of all components of a 
body to work in sync, holding together under a load, including its own weight, without breaking or 
deforming. This ‘load’ is gravity, the ground beneath us, and the physical challenges contest our alignment 
and form.


• The way that you stand and move; your ability to ‘bend’ with resistance; the stances that support your 
weight; the integrity of your alignment; the way that you physically communicate with others, are some of 
the ways that we refine your physical integrity, to impact and refine your moral principles.


• It all starts with structural integrity, how you carry yourself and how you present and communicate with 
others. What we work on together is refining your alignment and connectivity with the ground, addressing 
physical inconsistencies and ailments, while teaching you to re-center yourself.


How does this physical practice impact cognition and integrity?  

When you achieve structural integrity you project this outwardly. This builds confidence and projects strength, 
confidence, and Leadership.


Exercises:  
Poor structural alignment has the potential to negatively influence performance, productivity and cognition. 
Our objective is to look at ‘what is in your control’. We establish a strong correlation between physical and 
mental integrity. 

How you move, while remaining flexible and elastic; how effectively you breath; the holding patterns that 
inhibit how you connect with others; solutions to these patterns; …


Critical Conversations: 
How do you ‘turn up’, and remain turned up? 

The Result: Effectively leading through upright mobility and strong moral principles. 




Honesty  
- legitimate, authentic and truthful.  

In order to model honesty, your leadership requires openness.  
If you are fraught with excuses, unclear with your intentions, you set up these patterns of behavior within the 
organization. To reframe this, it’s important to understand how you think, process, filter, execute, and perform. 
This creates the powerful image of why you function the way that you do, and what you can powerfully alter 
when you are first honest with yourself.  

Think of a time where you were inauthentic and subsequently guarded. This might present as uncertainty and 
‘rigidity’ to someone else. This is easy to detect and causes a reciprocal response.  
When you are open and trusting you are more likely to reach a level of communication and reciprocity with 
others, allowing for acceptance and effective communication.  

This all starts with your ability to be honest with yourself, centered, grounded and fluid. When you allow 
yourself to let go, remaining honest with yourself, you are far more likely to attract honesty in return.  

What hampers honesty?  

Uncertainty and unwarranted speculation is a good start. So often we incorrectly judge others, based on 
broad generalizations. If we were honest with ourselves we’d remove these barriers. When we are to remove 
these barriers, we have a stronger, more accepting, and open approach, and dialogue, with others. 

Exercises 

Our work here together revolves around refining the way that you think and then act. Through guided 
visualization, breathing practices, role play, and greater awareness, you develop a less judgmental position. 
This will help you remain honest with yourself, more grounded, centered and fluid. Doing so allows for greater 
openness, leading you to ask more questions about your style and approach, then following through with 
practice.  

Critical Conversations 
How prepared are you to understand and test your honesty? 

Results 

You let go of barriers that have slowed down your progress and success.



Ambition  
- desire to achieve through hard work.  

Understanding your motives is essential to Ambition. You deserve to act on your dreams.  

In self-motivation and leadership, ambition is an essential trait well worth investing time, assessing and 
reassessing throughout your professional life.  

Whatever it is that you want to achieve, there needs to be a willingness to ‘get clear’ with your motives, 
assess and reassess your goals, motives, and motivation, so your practices are clear and purposeful. 

Understanding what promotes your desire to wake of a morning, perform with great intent throughout your 
day, every day, and feel energized at night is what we establish together. 

Exercise 

Exercising ambition means taking on challenges that are personal and meaningful for you. Each and every 
one of us is motivated by different challenges.  
As we establish your baseline, we’ll also establish what truly motivates you. We’ll use your baseline and 
motives to work towards specific health goals.  
We want to keep your ambition alive and buoyant, so it’s important that we test your motivation, grit and 
determination to succeed. We’ll use this to promote your professional and personal ambition. 

Critical Conversation 

How will you ‘own’ what truly motivates you? 

Results 

Clear the way to perform effectively and efficiently, as you express and live your potential. 



Accountability  

- a willingness to accept responsibility or to account for your actions.  

Whether these are your individual responsibilities or your responsibilities as part of an interactive team, there 
will always be some level of accountability to meet specified goals.  

Being self-motivated and self-driven is a trigger for greater accountability.  

Often people are stuck, which impacts their motivation and accountability. This can happen because they feel 
disconnected and lose their emotional connection with their reality and current status. This impacts them 
professionally and personally. 

Creating a baseline and using this baseline to observe your progress is an ideal way of establishing powerful 
habits, while remaining accountable.  

Together we are going to establish targeted goals, based on your specified objectives. Working through a 
strategy to help keep you accountable. Bolstered by behavioral changes, where necessary, we set the 
groundwork for active participation, accountability, and sustainability.  

Exercises  
We will target a list of physical and cognitive exercises throughout your week that you’ll remain committed to. 
Doing so will help establish accountability inside and outside your professional space. 

Critical Conversation 

How prepared are you to accept responsibility for everything that you do,  
based on your greater purpose? 

Results 

Accountability for every declaration that you make.



Practice  

- repeated exercise in or performance of an activity  
or skill so as to acquire or maintain proficiency in it. 

How do you practice a new learned skill that at first can appear daunting? 

You’ll be provided with an approach that will challenge you outside of your comfort zone.  

You learn to build powerful habits, which are ‘laser-focused’ - focused with intent, and from a place of 
’stillness’. 

The objective is to practice the exercises until they becomes natural skills, or powerful habits. 

It often takes relentless practice to succeed. This reinforces your ability to take on something new, 
meaningful, and creative. This form of ‘laser focused’ practice keeps you fully-engaged, until you 
successfully complete the task.  

Doing so builds resilience and fortitude. We’ll extend these practices to impact your performance and 
productivity in other areas of your life, including your professional life.  

Exercises 

Each exercise will be designed specifically for you, based on your current ability. Once this exercise is 
complete you’ll be allocated another compelling exercise, that will take you out of your comfort zone, and 
challenge to up your game, until you succeed.   

Critical Conversations 

How does your purpose align this with implementation and relentless practice? 

Results 

Reconditioning the way that you think and process, as you incorporate powerful habits, to fulfill your 
purpose.



Observation  

- an act or instance of noticing or perceiving.  

To be able to ‘observe’ effectively you need to be able to ‘listen’ attentively:  

What’s taking place in the moment when you are fully engaged and not distracted? 

Our ability to observe effectively is often limited by visual cues. This limits our ability to expand and 
experience our other senses. This often impedes powerful observation. 

What we will do together is heighten your senses and awareness by learning to adapt your other senses.  

What’s the benefit of this process? 

This trains you to be ‘present’, allowing you to build greater awareness, and effective communication.   

Observing clearly often requires that you learn to ‘let go’ of preconceived ideas and patterns of behavior.  

This will stimulate areas of your brain that may have remained dormant and unused… until now. 

Exercises 

To expand your ability to observe more effectively we’ll use tools to confuse your orientation and then 
challenge you to perform specific tasks. Doing so will powerfully impact your spatial awareness, allowing 
you to be more in sync with your other senses of observation.  

Critical Conversation 

What are you prepared to shift to become more effective at interacting and communicating?  

Results 

Replacing reactions and overreactions with powerful responses.  



Non-judgment  
  

- avoiding judgments based on one's personal  
and especially moral standards.  

When judgment stands in your way you create a very narrow path for discovery.  

Our objective together is to help reduce ego and choose options other than what you’ve trained yourself to 
‘see’.  

Doing so has the potential to challenge your preconceived ideas.  

Exercises 

When you don’t know what to expect you are more likely to be vulnerable and lack control of a situation. 
Rapid, challenging exercises within a specific timeframe will challenge your ability to contend with normal, 
expected behaviors. When you are forced to respond without thinking, you don’t have time to judge. You 
soon learn to develop ‘adaptability’.  

This ‘adaptability’ builds character, and the resources for greater self-awareness, and Leadership. 

Critical Conversation 

What are you willing to give up to be non-judgmental? 

Results 

Letting go of critical judgment of self and others – replacing it with greater observation, and productive 
feedback.



Response  

- well thought through feedback.  

Learning to respond rather than react and overreact is the foundation of this process.  

A response is a trained reaction. This allows for flexibility and adaptability.  

All successful leaders learn to respond to fluctuating and changing situations, as situations are generally 
not static. They are moving targets, requiring adaptability and flexibility.   

Whatever area of your life you are addressing, when you can tone down the emotion, and build in rational 
thinking and responses, you’ll improve the interaction and communication between yourself and others.  

Exercises   

The exercises that you’ll be exposed to will challenge you to respond effectively, rather than react and 
restrict your thoughts, actions, and movement.  

These physical and cognitive exercises are based on martial arts philosophy and practice.  

They will challenge your grounding, balance, speed, recovery, and certainly the way that you think and 
respond to a given situation.  

These exercises will teach you to take control of a situation, in every area of your life, rather than be left to 
react and remain vulnerable. 

Critical Conversation 

Where in the past have you turned reaction and overreaction into learned and effective responses? 

Results 

Effective feedback that creates a win-win. 
  



Adaptability   

- the act or process of changing to better suit a situation.  

It’s often part of our makeup and defense, to react, based on rules and regulations that have been learned, 
and applied, from a very young age.  

This process is often generic, rigid, and lacking in flexibility.  

This is the way that our education system and parental influence has conditioned us.  

Extracting the most from your potential means challenging norms and contesting learned behavior.  

As every situation is different, flexibility in thought and action is requisite for powerful leadership and 
performance. 

  
Exercise 

You’ll be challenged to perform under varying conditions, without being told what these conditions will be.  

Being able to adapt to these varying conditions and exercises will test your resolve, while teaching you to 
adapt and alter your response when required.  

This is an effective practice inside and outside your work environment, building greater flexibility, 
resilience, and adaptability.  

Critical Conversations 

How prepared are you to adapt to variable environmental conditions? 

Results 

The ability to ‘alter your perception’ in an ever changing environment. 



Assertiveness 

 - confident, self assured and positive behavior.  

It’s important to learn to communicate effectively with every personality type, as we live in a world of great 
diversity, different approaches, behaviors, and expectations.  Assertiveness is being able to confidently 
express your thoughts and ideas, even against the flow of ideas and beliefs.  

When you successfully connect with superiors, peers and subordinates you become a positive ‘standout’ – 
somebody who cares and is able to relinquish ego; someone who is honest and open to hear the voice of 
others, irrespective of their position.  

Being assertive, allows for excellent communication and interaction.  

In addition, flexibility and an ability to change long held beliefs will bring great admiration as well as 
support from others.  

Exercise  

You’ll be trained to boost your threshold to stressful situations while exhibiting positive behavior. 

When you can confront adversity and not give in, capitulate or react with anger, you remain in control of 
your emotions, decisions, and actions.   

This self-control builds inner strength and malleability , which leaves you resilient, and builds your ability to 
take control, without being controlling.  

Critical Conversation 

What outcome do you envisage by practicing assertiveness?  

Results 

A level of confidence build on positive behaviors, and powerful practices.



Fluidity 
 - the state of being able to flow without hesitation.  

Being able to solve problems and encounters rapidly and effectively is a powerful leadership trait.  

The opposite experience is rigidity, which brings with it distrust and misunderstanding.  

Learning to be fluid with your thoughts, responses and actions invites others to communicate and interact 
without feeling threatened.  

It’s this type of environment and interaction that builds solid foundation for teamwork and one-on-one 
communication. 

Exercise 

To train someone’s ‘fluidity’ through an effective process means challenging their expectations.  

What we do together is to link ‘fluidity’ with ‘variability’ – challenging you to efficiently move from one ‘exercise’, 
experience, 

 or format, to another.  

This will challenge you to keep your mind open without preempting what comes next.  

When you succeed at this you’ll learn to apply this in every aspect of your life, and in variable situations.  

Critical Conversation 

How adept are you at ‘flowing’ with a situation in light of changing conditions?  

Results 

An ability to remain centered and ‘still’, in light of adversity.



Empathy  

- the quality or state of being kind and empathetic to others.  

Why build empathy?  

We don’t live in our own ‘isolated’ world. Full of colors and ‘hues’ our humanity or empathy is an essential 
ingredient of better business practices and successful leadership. 


Building empathy a big part of integrity. 


It’s this value that builds stronger communication, and respect towards others, and others of you. 


To be empathetic requires that you give of yourself while letting go of judgment. 


Exercise 
Humanity or empathy is best trained through self-realization and practice. The practice that we’ll use 
together is training of breath and role play, as you develop greater awareness. 


When you train yourself to settle your thoughts and emotions, you become less judgmental, and more 
empathetic. 


Critical Conversations 

How effective are you at promoting the advancement of others? 

Results 

A greater appreciation, understanding, and practice, that you are part of powerful systems. 



Nourishment  

- the food or other substances necessary for growth, health, and good 
condition. 

- the action of ‘nourishing’ someone else.  

For effective nourishment of others it’s important to lead by example. To lead by example, it’s first essential  
to appreciate and nourish yourself.  

Your course of action towards a healthier and more purposeful life is determined by the actions that you take. 
  
Self-nourishment gives you the ability to claim, and experience, that you are looking after yourself, fortifying 
your quality of life and impacting the years in your life.  

As for the nourishment of others: creating a ‘nourishing environment’, leaders should be open to question 
their own approach. You can start by asking yourself:  

How am I supporting, creating an interesting environment, remaining flexible,  
and acknowledging meaningfully contributions?  

Exercise 

Our focus is to get you in tune with you internal and external environment, focusing on your own health and 
performance, to effectively influence others. Nutrition, sleep, activity, interventions… are key variables, that 
we will modify, to optimize your performance. 

Critical Conversations 

How impactful are you to others if you struggle to take ownership of your decisions and actions? 

Results 

You’ll powerfully alter your physiology, energy storage and output. 



Renewal  

- restoration to a sound condition after injury,  
decay, damage, chronic or excess stress 

In order to be an effective professional, it’s important that we address all the underlying variables that keep 
you healthy, and boost sustainability, throughout the course of your professional career, and personal life. 

Too many people succumb to their injuries, pain syndromes and general fatigue, because they neglect their 
own health and purpose.  

You can’t effectively lead or chase down objectives if you are limited by ailments and other physical/
physiological conditions.  

Together we will address all the factors that are required for performance optimization, and combat the 
variables that diminish performance and productivity.  

This state of ‘repair’ is better termed ‘prevention’, as we make decisions before potential decline sets in.  

How does this correlate with your professional goals?  

Whatever stands in the way of your performance and productivity is our objective together.  

Keeping you aware of your current state, on an ongoing basis is essential, to assure your momentum. 

Whatever is not working in your professional career and personal life, needs to be assessed and challenged. 

Exercise 

Repair means keeping your body and mind flexible and fluid. We will address your ailments and concerns 
and establish a strategy to help overcome these barriers.   

Critical Conversations 

What benefit has delay and status quo offered you? 

Results 

Effectively optimize and sustain your energy.



CONNECT WITH ME AT: 
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